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About This Game

Enter the AI arena and fight evil artificial intelligences with a variety of weapons and modifications. AIPD is a top-down coop
twin-stick shooter with a visual style that is an homage to 80s neon art styles, pioneered by games like Minestorm on the Vectrex

console system or feature films like TRON.

Enjoy thousands of possible combinations of enemy and arena permutations that give you an unprecedented and nearly
unlimited arcade experience. Enjoy the neon graphics of AIPD using the power of Unreal Engine 4 to its limits, combined with
a slamming soundtrack and overwhelming sound effects. Choose between weapons like the powerful howitzer, the devastating

shotgun or the precise phaser for point attacks.

In AIPD you can choose your favorite combination of game mechanic modules and fight action driven coop battles with up to
four players on one screen. Enjoy the freedom to create your own experience and adjust the game to suit your needs and skill

level.
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Thousands of possible combinations of enemy and arena permutations

Flexible playstyle thanks to customizable weaponry and modifications

Local coop mode with up to four players

Several online leaderboards for fierce competition

Timeless Neon-Art style powered by Unreal Engine 4

Compare your skills online:

Leaderboards

Achievements
Additional features:

Full controller, mouse & keyboard support

Amazing soundtrack

Who is Blazing Badger?

AIPD is the debut title of Blazing Badger, an independent developer based in Frankfurt, Germany. The game is
developed by a team of industry veterans who all contributed to the Uncharted, Crysis, Spellforce and Settlers series, as
well as Lords of the Fallen and the critically acclaimed 90s advertising game Tony & Friends in Kellogg's Land.
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aipd - artificial intelligence police department

So, way back when I purchased this game.. I logged in a total of 0.2 hours (12 mins.) and suddenly I get an error at start-up with
a specific virus warning. I've tried the Steam fix and to install and re-install on multiple number of computers to the same futile
result. Messaging the devs returned only silence.. and not only is it unplayable, but it's planting a virus.. WTF??!!!. Awesome
tron-like looking twinstick shooter! The modifiers you choose after each round keep it fresh, choose your poison I guess :) and
all the unlockable weapons keep it varied for hours.

And, local coop - who doesn't like local coop?. It's highly addictive, quite customizable, fast paced, simple to play, quite hard to
master Twin Stick shooter.

Buy it whenever you can. Very fresh, very intense, very beautiful.. https://youtu.be/YPs0tQImeq4

A fun classic styled arcade shooter in design is similar to geometry wars if you like that asthetic, the music is great, and the
gameplay is simple enough for hours of enjoyment. Though will say that it doesn't have as many modes of gameplay but the
difficulty settings can make up for that. In all i do recommend this game also fairly cheap for a new indie game.
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Just the kind of bullethell-ish twin stick action I can get behind with the right balance between challenge, pulse-pounding action,
and booty blasting fun
. This game was pretty fun, but only for about an hour. Unlocks took a bit too long to unlock. I was already bored of my existing
weapons by the time I got the new ones. The game lacks any real ability to bring yourself back from poor performance so it
misses out on the rush of a comeback that games like Crawl do so well. Surviving a level was always overshadowed by "well
now my health is low for the next level." The sheer amount of enemies can be a little overwhelming so I always ended up
missing the enemies that really mattered until it was too late, which would be forgiveable if all punishments didn't hurt your
entire run. I also may have been missing enemies because the camera is not centered on the player, but enemies can still come
from the short side of the screen which gives them an arbitrary advantage. Ultimately it just ended up feeling like a slow crawl
towards inevitable death and that crawl didn't feel particularly engaging.. https://youtu.be/Gys-RrlYSTM

Artificial Intelligence Police Department (AIPD) is quite simply put an absolute riot, sporting a plethora of game mode choices,
bright radiating neon colours and great sound design (especially fond of the gun sounds).

Simply put Blazing Badger takes a lot of ideas on how to make a twin stick shooter seem less vanilla and adds their own flavour,
personality and character to the game.

The options menu also doesn't disappoint having a great range of options available including great quality of life improvements
like full key rebinding and left handed mode options available.

Overall this game has me hooked and has me coming back for more since I started playing it and with an interesting rogue like
touch to the game through game modifiers and simple progression system which will add a lot of re-playability!

Highly Recommended!. THis game is awesome pure and simple

while there are things that could be improved
IE probbally more unlocks: I have already finished unlocking everything and ive only played it for about 2 hrs

but other than that rather small detail this game is definatly worth the price
have yet to try multiplayer seems like it could be good. The game has nice graphics, but it's simply not fun.

It's extremely repetitive, even for a bullet hell type of game, and controller support is mediocre. The menus use a virtual cursor
mouse which is big red flag, and in game it simply doesn't feel right. You also need a mouse for the installation process.

Not recommended.
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